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Workers in the field of computer science are at a crossroads. Bias is being discovered in software                 

systems and toxic work cultures are being unearthed, likely as a result of the overwhelmingly male                

workforce that has created both. To guarantee a better future in a world increasingly governed by                

technology, we must take steps to increase diversity in technical teams - particularly when it comes to                 

gender. Women should be encouraged to enter the field of computer science through concerted efforts               

of business, academic institutions, and general society. 

 

Education is the Pathway to a Gender-Balanced Workforce 

At multiple levels of education women pursuing computer science are far outnumbered by men. Only               

20% of students taking computer science advanced placement exams in high school are women, and this                

number matches the average number of computer science graduates from university.[1] More            

encouragement for women to participate in high school technology-related classes could increase the             

gender balance in graduating classes and then the number of women working in the field. Universities                

play an important role with their ‘pull’ marketing strategy of encouraging students at all levels of                

education to consider technical degrees and thus arrange their high school schedules to take related               

courses. Not only that, but we must tailor educational components more directly to women.[2] This               

appeal can be promoted by focusing on the positives of programming with fun hands-on experiences               

like computer games, and supporting parents and teachers as they educate young girls about coding. 

 

Mentors Can Encourage Women 

Social encouragement from mentors can instill confidence. Research shows that women tend to be              

more self-critical compared to men.[2] However, when looking for social cues to bolster their self image,                

women regularly face the view that the "truly passionate" would persevere on their own.[3] Social               

encouragement from early mentors is crucial for women to understand that their skills are up to par                 

with those of men. With confidence in their abilities, women are much more likely to make decisions                 

that would steer them towards computer science.  

 

Role Models can Show the Benefits instead of Challenges 

Every field has challenges for the people who work in it. Currently the lack of women in the technology                   

field makes it hard to encourage new women to join in. Stories of challenges faced by women in                  

computer science will only discourage them from joining and imprint a negative outlook on them (set                

them up with a negative mindset). By having female professors, mentors, and role models, we create a                 

supportive network of women that can foster one another's growth. This network can teach and inspire                

the next generation of female computer scientists by creating an environment where women can relate               

to each other. Counteracting the slow rate of faculty change will require aggressive new hiring practices                

and retention-focused activities. [4] Universities should take the lead in this area by hiring more women                

as professors in technology-related faculties.  

[1] http://www.computerscience.org/resources/women-in-computer-science/  

[2]https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/the-gender-gap-in-computer-science-is-hurting-us-businesses/2016/12/27/fa4f6680-c247-11e6

-9578-0054287507db_story.html  

[3] https://www.pri.org/stories/2015-06-15/women-computer-science-little-mentoring-goes-long-way 

[4] http://www.socwomen.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/fact_12-2007-stem.pdf  
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